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SUMMARY

Detail-oriented, dedicated, and highly motivated Statistical Programmer with 15+ years of 
professional experience. Solid analytical, communication, organizational, and critical thinking 
skills. Expertise in data set building and checking and performing data analysis for the fields of 
medical research and toxicology.

SKILLS

SAS Programmer, SQL, Statistical Analysis.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Statistical Programmer
ABC Corporation  February 1996 – June 2020 
 Durbin served as the project supervisor of a grant with the CDCs National Immunization 

Program (NIP).
 Coordinated and supervised the creation and maintenance of an internet-based data link 

connection between Emory and CDC.
 Performed simple, linear, multivariate, and logistic regression analyses utilizing SAS and were 

responsible for the publication of results.
 Supported the project through detailed database analysis/administration through SAS, SUN, 

Access, UNIX, and other platforms/systems.
 Created analysis data sets using the ADaM model.
 Used Output Delivery System (ODS) facility to write safety and efficacy reports directing SAS 

output to RTF and PDF.
 Worked on early development studies Worked on PK/PD analysis Worked on CDISC.

Statistical Programmer
Delta Corporation  1993 – 1996 
 Fulfilled a critical role monitoring and providing directly prepared research studies documents,

questionnaires, coding books, manuals, reporting .
 Seamlessly administered a broad array of tasks designed to provide assistance in designing 

Analysis plan for observational data.
 Collaborated with a senior statistician in analyzing real-time data from different tables/servers

using SAS Base and SQL.
 Instrumental in leading groups dedicated to specific issues while presenting statistical 

summary reports, figures and results to management .
 Applied SAS programming using SAS-Base/graph/stat and advanced SAS-Macros/SQL to 

analyze the datasets and develop high quality deliverables.
 Implemented complex statistical models (e.g., Stratified multivariate Cox regression models) 

to research data.
 Coded high quality macros to visualize data which was recognized by the VP as an 

outstanding piece of work.

EDUCATION

Diploma
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